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Ferry not looking to win press conference 

By Chris Vivlamore

I spoke with GM Danny Ferry today and will be writing a story for myajc.com about what he was willing to share about the
Hawks free agency plans.

He did, by the way, confirm that he would meet with Dwight Howard.

Here are a few quotes from the interview for general consumption.

* “We are in a unique situation. There is not just one path that will lead us to success. With all the cap space and flexibility
there are many different ways we can approach this. It’s not about creating a big headline but it’s about creating the right
team that fits well together, complements each other and believes in what we are doing.”

* “There are a lot of paths that this can take. Free agency and trade are the ones that we are looking at next. We just
completed the draft part, where we did some trade. Free agency and trade are the next focus on how we continue to evolve
our roster and our program.”

 * “We have a great opportunity in front of us to shape a team together with the players that are here already. Atlanta sells
itself. It’s a wonderful city. We are going to continue to show that the basketball here for the Hawks is going to be done very
well. We are focused on what we can control and that is building a strong organization, a high-caliber group of coaches and
players.”
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Posted by Steve-W at 10:08 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

That's right!

Posted by Steve-W at 10:08 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Just win baby

Posted by Steve-W at 10:15 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Ivan's a high caliber player in Effort!

Posted by Steve-W at 10:16 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Give the killer D12 presentation Danny!!

Posted by km42 at 10:18 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Mavs have agreed to sign Israel PG Gal Mekel, 25, to a multi-year guaranteed contract.

And DF sounds like his plan is much bigger than D12, which is good to hear.

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:19 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

hittman,

"You can't build on the cheap my guy. You get what you pay for.That cheap mentality is why our team sucks"

But yet you are interested in Oden.
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Posted by km42 at 10:19 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Who blinks first with Josh?

Pistons meet, but don't make offer? Really?

Will DF make an offer today? He has to try to tie him to D12 doesn't he?

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:23 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Steve,

When Houston met with Dwight, they had the GM, owner, coach, Harden, Parsons, Hakeem, Drexler, and Yao Ming. 

Who would the ATL delegation consist of? DF, CMB, Dominique? I know I wouldn't want any of the owners there. 

I don't think they would bring Al, because if Dwight is like so many of the bloggers on here, if you like Josh, then that means
you hate Al. And we know Dwight likes Josh.

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 10:25 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:02 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013 Report Abuse
Steve,

I would gladly take Asik (2 years, $16.8 mil) over any other FA center available (including Jefferson, pek). I wouldn't mind a
flyer on Bynum, but he is going to want too much money

You can't build on the cheap my guy. You get what you pay for.That cheap mentality is why our team sucks

Posted by km42 at 10:25 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

If you like to Yahoo Sports....
"Bad news for #Lakers: @Adrian Wojnarowski, generally out ahead of everyone, says #Rockets are way out ahead of Lakes.
sports.yahoo.com/news"

Posted by km42 at 10:27 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse
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Ok, so how does this make sense? 

HOU puts Lin and Asik open to all trades, yet wasn't there talk of the draw for D12 to come to HOU to play with Asik like
Harden? 

Is HOU simply trying to move Asik/Lin so they can add Josh as well?

Posted by glw72 at 10:28 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

I think Josh and Dwight will end up on the same team. Either Houston or Atlanta. 

Posted by DS5 at 10:31 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Well, at least we are not trading 3 draft picks for Bargnani

Posted by glw72 at 10:32 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

NOt sure the thinking behind getting rid of Lin other than the fact that he isnt worth it. lol

Asik wont be traded unless they sign Howard. 

To get Smith, they would either need Atlanta to agree to a sign and trade or the other option is to trade both Lin and Asik, and
take back minimal salary so they can sign him outright. 

But I suspect DF would accept Asik and filler in a sign and trade for Josh.

Posted by AstroJoe at 10:37 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

I'd be surprised if stat king Morey thinks that Josh complements Howard.

Posted by DS5 at 10:37 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

No to Asik! I'd rather have Pek or Splitter...and that's not saying that I want either of those two, but they'll likely demand around
the same money as Asik. 

I really don't know what "plan B" should look like, as there are no FA out there that will make us better than we were last
season...I'm more inclined to the idea of "tanking" if we can't get Howard now...
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Posted by hittmanjamillione at 10:38 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:19 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013 Report Abuse
FTPB,

hittman,

"You can't build on the cheap my guy. You get what you pay for.That cheap mentality is why our team sucks"

But yet you are interested in Oden.

Yes cause if he's healthy and a panout he's a better center than Asik will ever dream of!!!
Plus I also said I'm interested in Bynum as well,if I can't get DH, so your point is what?
I want the best center available.
Before I take Al Jeferson,Splinter,or whatever you guys think is flavor of the month I'd rather get experience under my young
guys and get them ready.
Cuase if the object is to build a team then fight for a championship you might as well see what we got and coachem up.
Being a 8 seed and getting bounced in the first round is still not fighting for a championship .
So let me build my team and spend my money on players that i need that fill a role instead of spending just to spend

Posted by km42 at 10:43 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

How would Asik look in SA? Better than Splitter?

HOU willing to take spare change for him to open up $$? or do they try to force you to take Lin also?

Posted by Steve-W at 10:43 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

The bucks want Kmart, among several teams

Posted by vava74 at 10:44 a.m. Jul. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

It's far more likely that Asik will continue to develop for at least a couple of years more than for Oden to suddenly:

a) Be back and remain uninjured;
AND
b) Develop a game which - let us not kid ourselves - was never in any way shape or form more than just "promising".

If Asik developed, for instance, a reliable jump hook, with his frame, he would be a better than average two way player.

And on D, he is BY FAR a better player than any other option aside from Howard.
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